
● 161 racks (11,472 nodes)
● Total CPU cores: 246,048
● Nasa Ames
● The Kepler Mission, a space observatory launched in March 2009 to locate 

Earth-like planets, 
● monitors more than 200,000 stars
● it is pipelined to Pleiades in order location of the planets surrounding these 

stars. 
● has discovered 1,235 planets
● BI - we create and destroy one of these every two days
● How do we organize to make this possible and what might you be able to take away 

from the way we think about this problem.
● Wikipedia creative commons 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pleiades_supercomputer.jpg

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kepler_(spacecraft)


1997 DVDs

Netflix externally is two major pieces. DVD’s is the thing we first became famous for. 
The DVD business is only in the U.S. It is a reliable but slowly shrinking business. 
There are DVD only customers and hybrid customers who both stream and rent 
DVD’s (like me). DVD’s were an early version of binge watching with very high latency 
since the post office was involved. 



2017 Streaming

Now the main business is streaming. Streaming is world-wide.
High quality ( 4K, 5.1 sound, Dolby Atomos). On demand 24x7. 
Also, Netflix originals are a big push. We’re building our own studio in  Hollywood. 
Planning to spend $6B on content this year.



Netflix runs on over 1000 different devices from game consoles to smart TV’s to PC’s 
to mobile. Mobile is becoming more dominant, particularly outside the U.S.



6 million subscribers in 2007
Over 100 million today



How do our customers see the world?



Step1: The profile gate. Everything starts here (except on mobile). We want to know 
who you are so we can get you the best experience.
Big idea: Each of the individual user profile is customized for the user. Here you can 
see it suggesting I continue with content you were in the middle of watching.
Fun fact: We’ll recompute our recommendations for you every night to present you 
with what we think are the things you are most likely to want to be interested in. 



Step 2:
LOLOMO List of List of Movies
You’ll probably pick something in the first six rows you look at so we will preload six 
rows. The reset will load in the background.
You’ll spend about a second per box art picture while you’re deciding.
The ordering of the rows changes based on many factors such new originals 
launching and your viewing preferences etc.



Step 3: Finally, you get to the Movies Detail page. Here you can find out more 
information at the movie. You can select specific episodes, pick languages etc. More 
importantly you have the play button. 
Big idea: The event we track is stream starts per second (SPS). It really reliable as an 
indicator of how the service is doing. Generally, a drop in SPS is the first indication we 
have that someone is having problems.
Fun fact: SPS will reveal events in the real world such as the start of the Super Bowl. 
We can see SPS drop as people stop streaming to watch the live event.



What happens behind the scenes at Netflix while all this is going on at the customer?



An example of stream starts over a few days time. Stream starts basically follow the 
sun. They go up during prime time and down in the middle of the night.
The black line is the previous week’s data.
BI: SPS will tell us about real world events and we can use it to alert on.



 August 21st 2017

Eclipse – SPS falls off as the eclipse hits the West coast and travels across the 
country.



We had some fun with this.



Amazon data center. We rely on AWS and the cloud.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:CERN_Server_03.jpg
Florian Hirzinger

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:CERN_Server_03.jpg


us-west-2
us-east-1
eu-west-1

We have three main regions around the world. When you go to Netflix.com or through 
a device you wind up there for what we call the control plane.
Big idea: We run more than 100k VMs more that 800k cores. They scale up and down 
in number to meet the load so they basically follow the Sun.



netflix.com

The traffic people steer you to an appropriate region based on your location and traffic 
flow. Here’s a visualization of what that looks like. The little dots are requests from 
devices.
Big IDEA: We use hundreds of micro-services to implement things. They provide 
resilience and scalability. 
Fun fact: We can evacuate a region in under 30 minutes. We test  that once a month 
to make sure it will work when we really need it and keep improving. Our goal is to get 
down to less than 10 minutes.
Let’s dive into one of the regions and see that services are behind the curtain. What 
do the micro-services do?



How many? Lots! The white lines show the flow of traffic between services
.



You enter here. Here’s where it all starts.
Big Idea: We have many microservice working together to deliver movies to you.
Fun fact: Each supported by a team of generally 1-3 engineers. Our architecture lets 
them work fairly independent of each other. 



In reality a single device will generally use a subset of the services. The main traffic 
cop is something we call API prod. It takes requests and send them to the appropriate 
backend service. It then assembles the results and sends back to the device.
Big IDEA: There are a few core services such as API that almost everything else 
routes through. Each service needs to be prepared for failure either upstream or 
downstream of it. 
Fun fact: We’ll teardown and rebuild the API cluster several times a week.



December 24, 2012

Outage on Christmas eve. 
Started 12:30pm Pacific
Affected US, Canada and Latin America
3:30pm next round of failures
Patched by AWS by 10:30pm 
Finally resolved 8am Christmas day

ELB Data deleted by a maintenance process
Data had to be restored from backup which took time. 

This incident lead to Netflix implementing region to region failover.

Ultimately we had to change the way we did business and still go fast (or faster)



Strategy

What do we do to prepare for this and essentially be able to build a data center on 
demand?
Different workloads with different characteristics and needs are addressed by our 
strategy.



Streaming 

Need to support the Streaming control plane.
Support for microservices from 3 VM’s to over 1000 in an ASG across three 
availability zones



Platform/Infrastructure 

● There is a set of underlying infrastructure that all services rely on. For 
instance, Monitoring – we ingest 3B items per minute. The monitoring 
infrastructure is around  15K instances

● Example of another service is Video metadata contributes to almost 
everything seen on the screen

● Name, description, localization

● Maturity ratings

● Actors, characters, images

● 400,000: total number of unique videos in VMS data store

● 15,000,000: total number of streams in VMS data store

● 1.3 Trillion/minute: Number of aggregate calls into VMS data store at 

peak



Big Data 
                       

We collect and query a ton of data into EMR/Hadoop/Spark/Presto/Druid

■ 100 PB in the data warehouse
■ ~800TB/day of topics through the pipeline



Encoding 

All the different encodings get calculated at night. We use “spare” cycles to do this 
work since it can be easily interrupted.
Adaptive streaming means we need to have many different streams ready to go at 
any time.
We stream 250m hours/day peak in 2017 around the world that’s about 28k years



What tools do we have available?

Per Erik Strandberg sv:User:PER9000

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tool

https://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:PER9000


AWS Instance Choices!

●Four main instance classes
○ General purpose - default
○ Memory optimized - high memory utilization
○ Storage optimized - high performance SSD
○ Network optimize - low latency/high bandwidth

BI - Try to pick the instance type to match the application needs but allow for a lot of 
flexibility



AWS Instance Choices!
●Four to five sizes in each class

○ Large, xlarge->8xlarge

BI - Try to pick the instance type to match the application needs but allow for a lot of 
flexibility



AWS Instance Choices!
●Storage - SSD vs. non-SSD

Latency considerations
Local vs. remote storage
Ephemeral vs. non-ephemeral storage

All are considerations in managing the fleet



Instance Pricing

What are the knobs we can turn to control all of this?
1) Instance pricing – what does it cost per cycle. Some instance prices are better for 

particular loads
2) What is available in the region? As fleets roll over some new things may not be 

available in the quantity that we need right away so we need to manage the 
migration.

3) Is the type the right thing for your application? Maybe you need lots of memory or 
low latency storage.

4) Use reserved instances to guarantee capacity and keep costs down.

https://www.sparkfun.com/products/retired/11950

https://www.sparkfun.com/products/retired/11950


Instance Availability

What are the knobs we can turn to control all of this?
1) Instance pricing – what does it cost per cycle. Some instance prices are better for 

particular loads
2) What is available in the region? As fleets roll over some new things may not be 

available in the quantity that we need right away so we need to manage the 
migration.

3) Is the type the right thing for your application? Maybe you need lots of memory or 
low latency storage.

4) Use reserved instances to guarantee capacity and keep costs down.

https://www.sparkfun.com/products/retired/11950

https://www.sparkfun.com/products/retired/11950


Instance Applicability

What are the knobs we can turn to control all of this?
1) Instance pricing – what does it cost per cycle. Some instance prices are better for 

particular loads
2) What is available in the region? As fleets roll over some new things may not be 

available in the quantity that we need right away so we need to manage the 
migration.

3) Is the type the right thing for your application? Maybe you need lots of memory or 
low latency storage.

4) Use reserved instances to guarantee capacity and keep costs down.

https://www.sparkfun.com/products/retired/11950

https://www.sparkfun.com/products/retired/11950


Instance Reservations

What are the knobs we can turn to control all of this?
1) Instance pricing – what does it cost per cycle. Some instance prices are better for 

particular loads
2) What is available in the region? As fleets roll over some new things may not be 

available in the quantity that we need right away so we need to manage the 
migration.

3) Is the type the right thing for your application? Maybe you need lots of memory or 
low latency storage.

4) Use reserved instances to guarantee capacity and keep costs down. Don’t 
provision for peak.

https://www.sparkfun.com/products/retired/11950

https://www.sparkfun.com/products/retired/11950


Capacity planning is important! This accident is a loading accident from about 10 
years ago. Need to know what capacity you have and where you can put things. We 
have similar problems to deal with.

Small capacity planning team works with AWS and engineering to forecast needs. 
Pre-buy before holidays
BI - we rely a lot on reserved instances. Don’t provision for peak. Dip into on-demand 
when needed but try not to make that the plan.

http://www.iasa.com.au/folders/menu/intro-1.htm - Internaltion Aviation Safety 
Association

http://www.iasa.com.au/folders/menu/intro-1.htm


Capacity planning @ Netflix

●Forecasting
●Fleet analysis
●Trough management
●Holiday purchase
●On demand

Small capacity planning team works with AWS and engineering to forecast needs. 
Pre-buy before holidays
BI - we rely a lot on reserved instances. Don’t provision for peak. Dip into on-demand 
when needed but try not to make that the plan.

Forecasting and holidays can be tricky



● Capacity required for critical footprint might require “guarantees”

● API-based observability has limits

● All resources have capacity limits/throttles

● Resource limits by default set for lowest common denominator

● Get creative with unused, but paid for capacity

●Billing file size! – ours is very big.



Cloud-specific Factors

● Capacity bounds..unknown (-)

● Vendor Decisions (-/+)

○ Hardware/Offering Evolution Timeline

○ Resource Demand (CPU/Mem/Disk/Net) Matrix

● On-Demand Capability (+)

Image (c): http://goaskfred.com



Operations

What’s the control center for all of this? More importantly how do we manage this 
operation? How do we deal with failure?

Let’s talk operations now that we have a strategy in place



Let’s talk auto scaling. We want to match resources to workload. Here we see a 
typical cluster growing and shrinking. One line is the prediction and the other is actual. 
They matched pretty closely.



Why we autoscale - philosophical reasons

Why do we autoscale:
1) No quotas.
2) elastic resources
It’s a balance between paying for capacity we don’t need vs. using the cloud as 
intended.



Why we autoscale - pragmatic reasons

● Encoding

● Precompute

● Failover

● Red/black pushes

● Curing cancer**

● And more...

** Hack-day project

Money! However, the dollars are spent. We can spend the dollars more efficiently by 
spending them again



Well-behaved autoscaling

Predictive vs. reactive scaling. You need to do both.



Building blocks

●What underlies all of this?



Ubuntu Base AMI

Java

GC and thread 
dump logging

Tomcat

Application 
servlet, base 

server, 
platform, 

interface jars 
for dependent 

servicesAtlas Monitoring

Optional Apache 
front end, 

memcached, 
non-java apps

Healthcheck, 
status 

servlets, JMX 
interface

On our instances with run a Linux AMI tuned for our needs. 
We use Ubuntu. Currently Trusty and Xenial
Allows us to replace the kernel with a more modern one if needed
We use a thing called the bakery to create the VM which will be deployed
Immutable infrastructure



Moving from Trusty Tahr to Xenial Xerus over the coming year. Starting to think about 
18.04 which will release in April but we probably will not adopt till later in the year.



Push button deployment

Build Bake Deploy
Canary

Analyze 
Canary

Push Region 
1

Push Region 
2

Make It Happen

The basic flow to get something into production. Build-bake-test a single instance in 
production-deploy large if it all works.



Spinnaker an open source tool drives our build pipelines. You can construct fairly 
complex scenarios for deploying something. The goal is a “single plan of glass” for 
managing a deployment.



There can be manual steps but it’s not required.



Let’s wait and make sure nothing has gone wrong before deploying at scale.



Feels like we doing devops by running with scissors. 
Change stuff all the time.
Change scale all the time
Roll out things into production with what feels like little testing



Not really. We have lots of fallbacks.
We have Chaos monkey 
We have circuit breakers
Resilience to failure is designed in from the begining



Tactics

What are the things we do day to day to make all of this work?



Performance Pit Crew

●We are like a Nascar pit crew. They can change a time and put gas in the car in 
around 10 seconds.
●They can also tune its performance by adjusting things like tire pressure. 
●They are the full stack engineers of the auto racing world. Similar to my performance 
people.



Performance analysis

Here’s how I normally see the world.
People will approach us through various channels with a performance question.



●Flamegraph showing a routine taking almost 50% of CPU time.



●Note the big drop in CPU utilization



●Note the big drop in request latency
●calculated that this optimization reduces the service’s computation time by more 
than 13 million minutes (or almost 25 years) of CPU time per day for this one service.



Pay attention to what your customers are seeing.

Here we have an example of a push of software which had an effect on devices in the 
field. The gap is around 1 second for LOLOMO TTI (time to interactive)



~1 second

Pay attention to what your customers are seeing.

Here we have an example of a push of software which had an effect on devices in the 
field. The gap is around 1 second for LOLOMO TTI (time to interactive)

This is for a particular class of phones. Other devices were not affected.

We can use this to do anomaly detection



Vector is another open source tool we use. It allows a single pane 
of glass view of a running instance with the ability to dive in and 
look at the details.



When you suspect a problem this is a good place to go and have a 
look.



Improved Observability
Self-service tooling based on that used by Performance & Reliability Team

(Macro)

(Micro)

Our goal is to give engineers a number of tools that give ever increasing visibility into 
what is going on with their application.



Now this may feel like changing the wheels on a moving car.

That is kind of what we do since we are constantly changing the service while it’s live. 

There are things about our culture that make that possible.



Freedom

Freedom is a key attribute. We hire senior people and give them the freedom to solve 
important problems

.



Responsibility

With Freedom comes responsibility. I can act on things but I need to be prepared to 
take the responsibility for my actions.



Context

All of us are insiders. This gives us access to the business data necessary to make 
good decisions and use our freedom.



10’s

Most groups are in the 8-15 range in terms of numbers of people. I have 10 
performance people.



100’s

We manage 100’s of microservices that are constantly changing to introduce new 
features and fix problems.



100000+

We manage 100k+ VMs inside the cloud. This scale is see by a handful of companies 
in this space. Interestingly we’re not the biggest.



100,000,000+

We have over 100m subscribers and growing. Also 100’s of millions of hours 
streamed per day



1,000,000,000+

Billions of events per day from logging and data. Not to mention PB of storage 
consumed



It’s all about going fast and finishing the race. Coming in first.

Everything we do between engineering to capacity planning is around increasing the 
speed of innovation.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Army.mil_%22We_Were_So_Close%22_(40
6094474).jpg



If it all works out we’re pretty happy and so are our customers.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2008_NASCAR_Sprint_Cup_Series,_Las_Ve
gas..jpg

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2008_NASCAR_Sprint_Cup_Series,_Las_Vegas..jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2008_NASCAR_Sprint_Cup_Series,_Las_Vegas..jpg
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